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Am I certain we will
get through this?
Absolutely! WE DO
HARD THINGS and
we are in this
TOGETHER!"
-EV

Friends of I-ASC,
We hope this newsletter finds you all healthy, safely hunkering down at home,
and with some degree of mental and physical well being. I think we can all agree staying home; learning and working at home; relying on family to be your CRP
(communication and regulation partner); becoming the primary CRP; missing
friends; and taking care of ourselves is HARD! This is what I know about the
disability community - WE DO HARD THINGS! Whether you are a nonspeaker, an
autistic or disabled person, parent, professional, family member or ally in the
disability community, YOU are among the most tenacious, resourceful, adaptable,
make-the-best-of-it people around. Not because you want to be. Not because you
deserve to be. Because you have HAD to be!
READ MORE
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I-ASC shifts Practitioner Training
plans during COVID-19 pandemic

The S2C Practitioner Training Program is as strong as
ever! As the situation with COVID-19 evolves, we want to
take this time to reassure future applicants, current
applicants and current cohort attendees that we are
ready to adapt the S2C Practitioner Training Cohort to
make it possible for all of you to successfully complete
the course.
Our plan includes:
Shifting the cohort kick off weekend to online.
Front loading the academic content to the beginning
of the course with completion of clinical practicum
once it is safe to do so.
Flexing the cohort end date depending on the time
needed to complete competencies.
Keep in mind that for those of you with kids now home
during the day, other than the cohort kick off weekend
times, all seminars and instruction will take place in the
evening. This may be just the reason you need to close
yourself up in a room and learn with a group of amazing
adults who want nothing from you!!

Regulation is a most
tricky equation.
Most days are spent
searching for a
balance of staying
regulated and not
hiding behind
Autism. Rest and
love help the most."
-Anthony

READ MORE
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The Life of Riley

Riley, Good Dog
Dawnmarie Gaivin S2C Practitioner

Well hello, everyone. Allow me to introduce myself. My
name is Riley and I am a bonafide, certified Good Dog!
Oh, I don’t mean I’m the kind of “good dog” you dub
every cute, head-tilting domesticated canine you meet,
but rather I’m an actual “Good Dog!” from the fabulous
nonprofit in San Diego, CA known as Good Dog! Autism
Companions. That’s where my rise to fame began and
how I found my way to my furever home.
Today I work as an autism companion for two siblings
(ages 15 & 16) whom I like to call my “Hu-Bros” or human
brothers. Sometimes I also get to sneak to work with
their Mom, aka my “Hu-Mom”, where I hang out with her
rad clients who all spell to communicate. Technically
woofing though, those outings are just field trips. I’m
not a “facility” therapy dog. My job is to be a companion
dog who only works at home. Luckily though my HuMom knows I L-O-V-E to be around people - especially
autistic people - and when the boys head off for school
she occasionally takes pity on me and brings me to her
work.

Peaceful, quiet
places with room to
meditate
and move my body
regulates my
cloudiest storms."
-Zen

READ MORE
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FREE LESSON!!!
Looking for a Few Good Dogs!

In general the term SERVICE dog in the United States
means a dog specifically trained to aid or assist an
individual with a DISABILITY. Many are trained by an
assistance dog organization (for example: Good Dog!
Autism Companions or Guide Dogs for the Blind) or by
their HANDLER (the person who works with the trained
dog), often with the help of a professional trainer. But
did you know that the term “service dog” is actually just
one CATEGORY among several types of working dogs?
You betcha! There are service dogs, emotional support
animals, facility dogs, companions and even therapy
dogs. So many!
Imagine how confusing it would be if the ASPIRING pup
had to choose his own CAREER path? Well luckily for our
furry friends that’s not how it works.

I am emotionally
regulated when my
communication/reg
ulation partner
assists me, telling
me to breathe and
self-talk"
-Michael

FREE LESSON
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Hope is AALIVE at Inside Voice
Tom Foti, S2C Practitioner

Andy and Red had two contrasting looks on life. Red was
steadfast that hope was a dangerous thing. A thing that
could drive a man insane. Andy, on the other hand, felt
different. Hope was a good thing. Maybe the best of
things. And no good thing ever died. If that sounds
familiar, it’s because it’s from The Shawshank
Redemption, but it’s also an apt metaphor for the spellers
at AALIVE’s Inside Voice Program.
The Inside Voice Program opened as a Spelling to
Communicate center in June 2017. We began with six
spellers, and, as of the writing of this newsletter, have
served more than thirty spellers from six different states.
Thanks to the AALIVE Organization, a non-for-profit entity
that supports our work, we are able to set more
affordable rates to make the S2C method more accessible
to our community.

Some may think I
need sensory input,
but what I really
need are tasks that
make me use my
body for a specific
purpose like sorting
things and packing
them away."
-Zekwande

READ MORE
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I-ASC
Offers Support
Free Support for
Nonspeakers & Families

Over the last several weeks, spellers, families,
practitioners and allies have come together to create
resources to weather through this pandemic. Spellers are
connecting online. Families everywhere are jumping in
as primary CRP and leading home-based learning. We are
writing lessons to help explain COVID-19 and Social
Distancing. We have pulled together resources to
support spellers and families in home based practice, we
have blogs to feed your brain and reduce anxiety by
implementing safe health practices and creating plans in
case someone gets sick. We have put these resources
together in a one page PDF so we can easily share with
anyone who needs it.

I am regulated by
meditative walks
around my
neighborhood."
-Brian

RESOURCES
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